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ABSTRACT 
In logic circuit mostly the blocks are formed by XOR logic gate. In this paper for low power and delay a high speed full adder topology 
circuit is design to perform a high logical circuit. The proposed circuit is design with significant power savings. Normally in the critical 
path of the digital systems the adder is lies on it so that the computational delay of the system will be increase. In our approach the circuit 
is based on hybrid design and implemented with single rail pass transistor logic (SRPTL). Moreover in the structure of adder topology for 
low power in adder CMOS capacitors is used. This technique is used to maintain a low complexity of logic circuit, also reduces the 
propagation delays and power consumptions. The performances results are simulated by implementing the circuit in Cadence Virtuoso 
Schematics on 45nm CMOS process models to illustrate the improvement in reducing transistors, delay and power. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In well-engineered deep submicron CMOS technologies, the difficult criteria are concentrating on emerging 

communication process high speed with low power in digital signal processing chip. The analysis of 
performances are depends on processing the complex process in the logic circuit. In the process of arithmetic 
division the multipliers and adder are used widely in VLSI system. Since last decades, the growth of the 
application in electronics is high and it’s major in semiconductor industry. However, reduction of power 
consumption, delay and area are the critical fear in the logic circuits of any application. The explosive growth 
and the demands are high in convenient electronic product, high speed, battery life’s, area and the reliabilities of 
the circuits. In various logic circuits and algorithm like parity checker, converter of code, compressors and error 
correcting code or detector are basically used the building blocks of XOR-XNOR circuit. 

For long life of battery and performance improvement the chip design is driving the device sizes to scale 
down the portable device. Also, for power consumption the system is led to increase the complexity and density 
of the chip. So, the portable devices requirement of packaging technologies and the cooling are needed 
expensively and the battery life will be affected. VLSI circuit power consumption is specified as static power, 
dynamic power and short circuit power. If the transistors of CMOS (NMOS and PMOS) are active for short 
duration at a time then this dissipation of power is short circuit power. As well as the static power will be 
various the technology of process. But dynamic power depends on load capacitance charging and discharging. 
The dominant dynamic power is given as   
 
Dynamic Power = α (VDD) 2 f CL         (1) 

Where, α denotes the activities of switching, voltage supply as VDD and frequency of switching the load 
capacitance as f. However the delay of the circuit will be increase by using lower VDD. In order to reduce the 
power consumption the switching transistors of the process have to reduce. Moreover consuming of total power 
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by the data path is around 30%. In data path, adder is used widely in the circuit so the analysis and design are 
required with improvement and better process. The performance of significant enhancement of full adder is 
improved the performance of the whole system. In logical circuit system, XOR logic gates are used to build the 
circuit. The design of the gate is based on the number of transistors which is usually used in various design. 

In this research work a new design technique is proposed with the circuit of hybrid full adder topology 
based on single rail pass transistor logic (SRPTL) and static CMOS inverter logic. For robustness of circuit 
criteria and the flow of the circuit are summarize section wise. The previous adder function and topology circuit 
are discussed in section II. Section III illustrates the topology function and the proposed technique of the circuit 
based on SRPTL. Also the implementation of the circuit is discussed in this section. In Section IV, the 
simulation results are compared and analyzed to show the improvement of proposed work than the existing. 
Finally the conclusion and future work are presented in Section V. 
 
Related Work: 

In this section the application of circuit design and the performances of previous adder circuits are 
discussed. In real time application adder circuit is a major part in various logic circuits. Normally, the circuit 
design is design for consumption of low power to enhance the performance and to address the parameter at chip 
level. The design of the circuit provides an efficient power delay product (PDP), less propagation delay and low 
power and area [1]. For better performances of low power, delay and area are considered to design a circuit. 
Therefore for various design style of logic circuit is build with required performances. When compare the 
conventional static CMOS logic styles Adder like TGA, TFA, etc the hybrid CMOS design provides a better 
performances. It achieves a good drivability, delay, power, PDP, energy and noise robustness than the existing 
circuit [4]. Fig [1] shows the Hybrid-CMOS Full Adder circuit. 

The system efficiency is depends on the internal components of the circuit system which consume high 
speed process with low power. In sophisticated hardware circuits, major component of full adder is used in the 
design as an essential component. Also, the system design component multiplexer is based on pass transistor full 
adder topology with less transistor and area. This adder shows the results performance of the adder with least 
MOS transistor, low power and high speed [5]. Even the CMOS adder circuit can design by using T-SPICE of 
Tanner EDA. By this the significant area and power are define with new gate design 3T-XOR [7]. It illustrates 
the performances of the circuit in terms of delay, power and chip area. The logic and arithmetic circuit are 
produced by gate. In digital system, the overall system delay will increase if in critical path the adder lies [2], 
[3].  

In different logic gates, in order to reduce the transistor count the adder circuit is design by using Gate 
Diffusion Technique (GDI) & PTL-GDI technique. It provides the system performances with low power, delay 
and less number of transistor counts. When compare to existing circuit this circuit design provides more power 
efficiency. In implementation of the circuit 10 transistors has been used to carry out the SUM and CARRY 
function for both techniques. In GDI technique, the adder circuit is design by its technique itself for both 
functions but in PTL-GDI the sum function is by PTL (Pass transistor logic) and carry function is by GDI 
technique. For 8 and 12 transistors, both functions consists the transistor count equally separated [6], [15]. For 
fast process and power consumption a new methodologies is proposed in the 1-Bit XOR-XNOR full- adder 
circuits for implementation of ALU circuit. The comparative results of the circuit provide low voltage, power, 
delay and high speed. It illustrate the performances of the circuit with existing adder circuit but this circuit 
provides best process with faster and power efficiency [16]. 

In full adder structures XOR and XNOR logic gates are used widely. In Conventional CMOS circuit the 
transistor is used for robust of full adder and power of the system and the circuit based on pull up and pulls 
down topologies [12]. Here 28 transistors are used and have more reliability and noise margin. Based on 
transistors count the CMOS full adder circuit is suffer from high delay and power. In simulating the XOR-
XNOR signals is processed in 14T full adder so it suffer with delay [10]. For transistor feedback required 
attention when the complexity of the layout increasing the sizes.  
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Fig.1: Hybrid-CMOS FA 

 
In TGA full adder, the circuit is based on the CMOS inverters and the transmission gates. Here 20 transistor 

is used in the circuit and provides full output of voltage swing [13]. For design improvement 16 transistors are 
used to provide better performances and maintain the operation of the voltage swing [14]. For full operation of 
voltage swing and high speed Complementary pass transistor logic (CPL) full adder is implemented [12]. By 
more presence of inverters and internal node in the circuit it provides large dissipation of power as result. By 
low voltage supply poor PDP will be as a result in the circuit by using 22 transistors, also the operation of low 
voltage become unsuitable by increasing the PDP in Hybrid pass logic (HPSC) full adders [9]. By using 24 
transistors in the hybrid CMOS style full adder the system will perform well with low voltage and better noise 
immunity [8]. In 8T full adder, it shows better performance in power, delay less area and PDP. Also under 
various load conditions the supply of scaling the voltage will be more suitable in the circuit [11]. 
 
Proposed Work: 

In this section the proposed circuit of hybrid full adder topology with single rail pass transistor logic 
(SRPTL) circuit is designed and implemented. A hybrid adder is modified with the proposed techniques in order 
to improve the performances of the system in terms of power, delay, PDP, transistor, EDP, leakage current and 
PEP. In proposed system, the proposed technique is implemented in modified hybrid full adder topology, so that 
the circuit is become a low power application in VLSI. The basic element used in many arithmetic operations 
with the functions input and output of sum and carry. The basic requirement of the VLSI design is designed and 
implemented with the reduction of area and power of the chips. The operation of logic is represented the 
modified of the operation in order to obtain less size.  

The function of SUM and CARRY is performed by implementing the proposed logic circuit based adder 
using the transistor. The transistor state will be on state only if the logic is o else if the logic is 1 then the state is 
in off condition. Also if the input of logic is o then the state of logic is high else if the input is 1 then the logic 
will be low; so that the reduction of power dissipation will be higher and the sum function power dissipation is 
higher than the carry. Finally it shows the performances with low power application oriented. As like previous 
functions of the adder the proposed circuit also performed but it implemented with SRPTL in Hybrid Full Adder 
Topology. 
 
Sum Function – Proposed Hybrid Full Adder Topology: 

The structure of the proposed circuit is implemented the hybrid full addertopologybased on static CMOS 
inverter logic and single rail pass transistor logic (SRPTL). It represented with the functions of logic operations 
by using the logic style to build a circuit with low power consumption. The topology adder is based on the 
circuit to generate the output of the sum and H (XOR) with H (XNOR).  
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Carry Function – Proposed Hybrid Full Adder Topologies: 
The logic function of the circuit is determining the output and for input only odd numbers is used. If the 

input logic “0” is less than logic “1” then the output is equal to “1”. When compare to existing circuit 
performances the proposed circuit provides more robust, reliable, less transistor count, faster, low power and 
less delay. By using MUX the carry signal is obtained in the function. 

Sum = A ⊕ B ⊕ C, 
Carry= AB + C (A ⊕ B). 
XOR-XNOR designed topology circuit is processed with complementary CMOS transistor. So the output is 

obtained with full output voltage swings. The circuit presented with the fewer transistors for the low power and 
it will not have a direct ground connections or supply of voltage (VDD). For low complexity of the circuit the 
functions are operated with the SRPTL. To obtain the final process of the circuit the following steps are carried 
out.  

1. The operands are arranged in array forms.  
2. The propagation signals are computed and use P[i] = x[i] ^ y[i] relations for all bits of operands. 
3. The initial stages of carry use MUX by signal selections of and for MUX carry input is incentive. 
4. Its compute all the propagation signals using the composite function. 
5. The final process of summation bits are operated in the post computation stage using propagation 

signal XOR operation. 
 
Single Rail Pass Transistor Logic (SRPTL): 

In this logic, LEAn integration with Pass-Transistor is referred for the process of implementation in the 
circuit and offers a low power circuit design with the approach. In the pass network the transistor are used and 
generates the process with the components as follow:  

1. In pass transistor network, all signals are generated and the input of inverter is as buffer inputs. 
2. The functions are implemented with the logic and at the end of network voltage swing are used. It will 

be 0V to Vdd-VTH and also uses the transistor n-type only. 
3. By weak pMOS transistor the performances of the buffer output provides improvement in speed and it 

includes for voltage level restoration. By this the short circuit currents are eliminated in the inverter output. 
The SRPTL logic leads to have more components in cell library, the functions are implemented based on 

XOR and for efficient transistor count multiplexer is implemented. It consist fast operation in circuit layout by 
using only nMOS transistors in transistor network. The Boolean functions are automatic start of circuit synthesis 
from the representation of BDD (Binary Decision Diagram). Fig [2] shows the proposed schematic circuit. 

 

 
Fig.2: Proposed Schematic circuit – Hybrid Full Adder Topologies based SRPTL 
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Layout and Area Analysis of Circuits: 
The area of the circuit is consists the type of the design type with the improvement in the circuit 

components. When compare to existing circuit the proposed circuit provides more reliable in efficiency of 
power with less area occupation in VLSI circuit by a layout designs. Even more area reduction is possible in the 
circuit by implementing more compact design. Fig [3] shows the layout of the proposed circuit. The 
programming environment is implemented in the circuit with the structural style based on Verilog HDL and 
tested the circuit on Cadence tool. 

The exclusive–OR (XOR) and exclusive--NOR--XNOR gates are implemented using AND, NOT and OR 
gates with high redundancy. VLSI system performances are enhanced the optimized design to utilize it in large 
circuit as sub blocks. The proposed logic is designed with less transistor count, low power dissipation and delay. 
This circuit is highly enviable for efficient large VLSI systems implementation.  
 
Simulation Results: 

In this section, the simulation results of the proposed circuit design are analyzed to shows the efficiency and 
improvement of circuit than the existing circuit. The simulation is done with various supply of voltage range 
from 0.6V to 1.8V for comparison of dissipation of average power, speed degradation and reports of the 
proposed topology circuit; compared with standard CMOS full adder circuits. The performances of the circuit 
are analyzed by simulating the circuit at room temperature on Cadence environment using 45nm CMOS 
technology. The level of the logic output can check by using buffer and the whole circuit delay and power of 
inverters are calculated. 
 
Layout and Area Analysis: 

By layout the implemented area are obtained to show the required area for the proposed circuit is less than 
the existing, also it considered for the low power consumption and delay. In full adder it implies the smaller 
parasitic capacitances ambitious. 

 
 
Fig.3: Layout of the proposed circuit 
 
Table 1:Comparison of logic circuit 

Parameters XOR-XOR XNOR-XNOR Centralized SRPTL 
No. Transistors 24 24 24 19 
Power 0.588mW 0.788uW 84.257uW 3nW 
Delay 3000ps 3000ps 3000ps 2000ps 
PDP(Power Delay 
Product)(Femto/sec) 

1.764 2.364 2.537 6E-3 

EDP(Energy Delay Product) 
(Femto/sec) 

5.21E-6 7.092E-9 7.611E-7 12E-11 

Leakage Current 1.525mA 1.498mA 0.486mA 0.001mA 
PEP(Power Energy Product) 
(Femto/Sec) 

6.098 1.812 2.137 5.4E-5 

 
Proposed adder circuit required less area due to the usage of less transistor and the overall performances is 

inferior at low voltage supply. Using 45nm CMOS technology the layout of the proposed design circuit is 
shown in Fig [3]. The design circuit simulated the adder below 1.1V and occupies least silicon chips area. For 
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the designing purposes of layout and schematic Cadence Virtuoso XL is used. Fig [4] shows the simulation test 
bench. 

 
 
Fig.4: Simulation Test Bench 
 
Proposed Circuit - Hybrid Full Adder Topologies based SRPTL: 

As per the simulation of proposed circuit the output buffer is inserted at every stage of the circuit on critical 
path for analysis of performances. Also it optimize the power-delay product and the structure of restoration of 
voltage swings works Vdd>VTH+ǀVTP.Due to drop of threshold voltage the logic degraded to “1” or it prevent the 
inverter of transistor with restoring it to turning ON. 

Power consideration in proposed circuit will be minimum operation of voltage. It claim the analysis of the 
performances based on the logic process in the circuit. The proposed circuit of adder and logic provides low 
power consumption but the leakage of sub-threshold voltage becomes a severe restraint against to it. When 
compare to existing the leakage level is less in proposed work. It reports the logic output of reduction in power 
consumption around 15.5% with speed improvement around 31%, but only for supply of voltage it’s not 
satisfied the requirement. Fig [5] shows the simulation results of the proposed circuit.  

Table [1] illustrate the comparison of proposed logic with the existing with the parameters like power, 
delay, transistor count, leakage current, PDP, EDP and PEP.  

 

 
 
Fig.5: Simulation results of the proposed circuit 
 
Conclusion and Future Work: 

In this research paper, an internal logic structure of the circuit is proposed with the presence of approach to 
construct the circuit design for better performances than the existing. The proposed approach performs with low 
power, reduced the transistor count, high speed and low delay than the others. The proposed circuit is designed, 
implemented, simulated, analyzed and compared the results and shows the improvement of the logic in the 
circuit. Using hybrid--CMOS design styles with SRPTL the requirement of the performances is obtained by 
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simulating the circuit. According to the simulation of circuit in 45 nm CMOS process technology at room 
temperature the performances of the circuit shows the improvement over the existing. 

Future work, the simulation results indicate that the circuit is about the half of the standard cell CMOS 
design. Finally the proposed circuit stated that the performance of logic has to be investigated for deep 
submicron technologies with low supply voltage. In addition, the comparison should be based on logic styles 
with the involvement of XOR gates and multiplexers, which are completely well-matched for the 
implementation of transistor. 
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